New Year

G   D   G   D   Bm   A   Em
My heart beats like a drum, flying up with the sun, I grab Your hand again
G   D   G   D   Bm   A   Em
Renovated with life, my eyes again bright, and You are radiant

Pre-Chorus
G   D
Where hope can hold the hand of sorrow and we can walk into tomorrow
G
Where peace is found in troubled days and the joy of Jesus carries pain

Chorus
D   D/C#   D/B   D/A   G
This is a new year, this is new day, to rise shine, lift up your eyes
D   D/C#   D/B   D/A   G
This is a new year, this is a new day to rise shine,
(into instrumental D D/C#   D/B   D/A   G)
and point the way to God’s great life

Vs.2
I’m held in a place, a beautiful space where heaven meets the earth
My heart opens wide and the Father pours life deep inside my soul
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